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Content
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5. Compositions
By your knees
Out of the middle
Dare to get close
Use layers and frames 
Color theory
Watch the lines
Assignment: Practice with 
composition 
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6. Photographing with 
00
00

00

00

00

00

your 
Activate camera 

Adjust exposure 
HDR   

Night mode and flash 

Sharp pictures 

Zoom 00

00Creativity 
Movement 00

Task: Get the most out of 
your phone 00

7. Photographing with
your phone 00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

Manual mode 

Exposuretriangle
Lightmeter
Shutter speed, ISO and Aperture 
Whitebalance
RAW en JPG 

Focus

Task: Get to know your camera 00
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1. Real moments
Documenting your life 
The decisive moment 
Capturing personality 
Predicting moments 
Conscious photography 
Task 1: Photographing in 
the moment
Task 2: Expression and 
personality

2.  Communication 
with your child

Focus on doing 
World of experience 
Natural behavior 
Creating moments 
Teens on fleek 00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00
00

00

00

00

00

00

Be flexible
Assignment: Interaction 
while photographing

3. Storytelling
The usefulness of family 
stories 
Sharing stories
The ingredients of stories 
Variety in images
The shape of your story 
Task: Tell your story in a 
series

4. Licht leren zien
Light and shade
Golden hour
Harsh sunlight
Playing with shadows Shoot 
indoors
Seek the light
Assignment: The circle trick

00



PRESS THE 
BUTTON OF 

YOUR CAMERA 
TO PAUSE YOUR 

LIFE FOR A 
SMALL MOMENT
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Kill your darlings 

Editing your photo's
Print your stories
Create albums 

Keep it simple 

Task: Print your stories

9. Get yourself in 
the frame
Proof of mom 

Selfie with your kids 

Insta-hubby

Making self-portraits 

Professional photoshoot 
Task: Mommy in the picture 00
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I made podcasts for ex-PvdA leader Wouter 
Bos and tapped on the election of Obama 
and Trump from the United States. As a 
journalist I sometimes traveled far away for 
various (inter) national magazines, but I also 
stayed in Brabant to write / photograph for 
local newspapers and companies. Later I was 
allowed to pass on my enthusiasm about 
creating online and offline content to 
students at a university of applied sciences.

Capturing love
My interest in photography started when I 
was nineteen during an internship at a 
fashion magazine in Los Angeles. More and 
more I took pictures with the journalistic 
stories I wrote and I created photo blogs of 
my travels. Yet photography only took on 
serious proportions when my dearest Sett and 
Otis

were born. They make few as photogenic as 
my sons (says the subjective mother), so I 
couldn't stop recording their development. I 
was trained in photography and practiced 
like crazy. 

More and more often I was asked to also 
record the connection and love with other 
families. Not much later, pregnant women, 
couples in love, handsome bridal couples, 
great entrepreneurs and fine brands 
followed. And as often happens with 
hobbies: it got completely out of hand. I 
founded a community for female 
photographers and now I organize 
workshops, photo trips and networking 
events. But… making the love for my family 
tangible is always my greatest passion.

I PREFER TO BE BUSY TELLING STORIES 
In words, images, design, dance ... in any form 
and on any subject. Let's say I recognize myself in 
the term multi-passionate. Choosing between 
studies was an unintended work, so I graduated 
in Fashion, Journalism, Media Studies and American 
Politics.

About 
Maike Simon

Parum sus aute est quam con cus
mostiat ibusam ut is nobit magna: 
www.instagram.com/
maikesimonphotography

fabienne
Notitie
Hier nog een intro voor doorverwijzing naar je insta
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WHAT I LIKE 
ABOUT PICTURES

 IS THAT THEY 
WARM ME UP 

FROM THE 
INSIDE

SNAPSHOTS 
OF MY LIFE
We prefer to go on an adventure together. At 
home or somewhere else. At home or abroad. 
With the four of you or with family and friends. 
Laughing, playing games, running, exploring ... 
we enjoy little moments most of all. And 
sometimes I also record it!

Favorite picture of my husband an i
made by our eldest during

a roadtrip through the United
States and Canada. So nice to

let the kids take pictures  
every now and then!

As a mother, I make sure that I 
regularly take a picture with my 
children and husband, because I am 
just as much a part of our family 
story! 



Good thing you want to know more about photo-
graphing your family life: YOU WILL HAVE AN 
UNLOCKED FUN. Now, but especially later! 
Basically Mamarazzi is a photography course on 
paper. Handy, because you can do it completely at 
your own pace.

11

Before you start

TIP

Read the book chapter by 
chapter and get started with 
the tips and assignments 
from that chapter before 
continuing to read the next 
chapter. This way you learn 
to take better photos step by 
step!

My advice: don't read everything at once.
Otherwise far too much information will 
come your way. In each chapter I highlight a 
part of photography that you can get started 
right away.

Reading, practice and evaluate
You learn photography by practicing a lot. 
Each part in the book therefore ends with a 
number of assignments. This allows you to 
immediately put the tips into practice, and 
you can evaluate the photos you take based 
on what you have read in the chapter. What 
went well? What could be better? And then 
practice again. You will notice in the course 
of the book that you will take better and 
better photos.

#mamarazzithebook
Each chapter also ends with a

overview of the most important tips. Easy to 
quickly get back to if you have forgotten how 
it was with golden hour or the rule of thirds. 
Ben are you proud of the photos you have 
taken? Be sure to share them on Instagram 
with the hashtag mamarazzi the book. Who 
knows, I might give you feedback or repost 
your image on the Mamarazzi_hetboek 
account!

Cheatsheet 
Do you immediately go for the real thing by 
grabbing a camera? On page [XX] I will 
explain to you in an accessible way about 
shutter speed, aperture and ISO. The cheats 
associated with this chapter can be 
downloaded at www.maikesimon.com/
mamarazzi. Handy to put on your phone so 
that you can peek between taking pictures.

Presets
In the book I also discuss editing of images. 
Especially for the readers of Mamarazzi, I 
have developed a preset that you can overlay 
your photos as a sort of filter. You then have 
a professional look in one click. This way you 
create unity in your images and it saves you a 
lot of time when editing. Go to 
www.maikesimon.com/mamarazzi to 
purchase the preset.

Want to learn more?
Have you not finished learning after reading 
this book? Have a look at my online 
photography community Female Frames on 
Facebook or Instagram.

Fotograferen is vooral kijken,
oefenen en proberen. Wees niet
bang om te experimenteren, daar
komen de meest bijzondere foto’s uit!
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PHOTOGRAPH 
YOUR KIDS 

HOW THEY ARE, 
NOT HOW YOU 
WANT THEM 

TO BE.
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''STAND THERE Yes there yes. Just stand still. 
And look at me. Laugh. No, put your hand out of 
your mouth. Standing still. And laugh. I told you 
to stand still. Laugh. Not such a crazy sight. No 
slightly to the right. Look. Look over here! Grrr, 
you know what ... Nevermind’

Real 
moments

convinced that photographing your children 
is about capturing those real moments. You 
want to capture them in their innocence, in 
their play, in their personality, in their 
childhood. Because the photos of the not so 
picture perfect moments will soon be the 
most valuable. Stop seeing photography as 
taking pictures, but as documenting your 
life. When you look at it like this, you start to 
capture spontaneous images of everyday 
moments instead of just those posed photos 
of special events.

That is why this book also starts with the 
chapter Real moments. Photography might 
be about light, composition and technique 
(more on that later), but much more about 
capturing the things that matter. Yes, good 
use of light and composition can make a 
photo fantastic, but ultimately it's the 
emotion that tells the story. By looking 
closely at your children, you will learn to 
take pictures at the right time without having 
to constantly use a phone whether to have a 
camera in your hands.

The decisive moment
But what exactly is that right moment? The 
French photographer Henri Cartier-Bresson 
came up with a nice concept for this in 1952: 
the decisive moment. The decisive moment. 
By this he means that the right photo 
opportunity is always a combination of 
spontaneous,

story, light and composition. Those four 
elements must be in balance when you, as a 
photographer, take the photo. A little too 
early and the picture is not good. Slightly late 
and it is not a good photo either. But this 
photographer lived in the analog era - you 
know ... when we didn't have burst mode and 
edit tools yet. These days it has become a lot 
easier to capture that defining moment. Even 
with children. Or maybe with children.

To capture spontaneity means that you have 
to direct things as little as possible. Children - 
unlike their parents - are not yet so self-aware. 
They are honest, comfortable with themselves 
and let their emotions run wild. The biggest 
mistake we make when photographing our 
kiddos is that we often try them

Recognizable? You have a beautiful picture in 
your head and your child has to stop and laugh 
spontaneously to actually make that beautiful 
picture with your phone. The only problem is 
that your child does not feel like working on 
that beautiful picture of you. Because at that 
moment he is nicely being himself. What will 
it ultimately deliver? At least not that pretty 
picture you had in mind. More like a 
frustrated mom and a child who has no idea 
what mom exactly wants with that "beautiful 
picture". Or, another scenario: child 
participates obediently and immediately 
shoots in photo mode. It then pulls a forced 
face that should pass for a laugh, but fits better 
in a scene from a horror movie.

Documenting your life
That should be possible, right? Sure! I'm

Het fotograferen van kinderen 
draait niet om het maken van

 insta-perfect plaatjes, maar juist 
om het vangen van dagelijkse

 momenten. Zelfs op de wc!

TIP

THE DECISIVE 
MOMENT
1. Spontaneity
2. Story
3. Light
4. Composition

fabienne
Notitie
Deze nog aanpassen als tip
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as we want them to be. As a result, they 
suddenly become much more aware of 
themselves, even when they are very young. 
The more often you ask to do something "for 
the photo", the more they will perform a play. 
You don't get nice pictures from that. Let 
children be their authentic selves.

Capturing their personality
Photographing children starts with observing. 
Just take a good look at your darlings every 
now and then, so. Children are full of 
curiosity, enthusiasm and creative ideas. They 
hardly need words to express them. Their 
expression actually tells the whole story. For 
example, what face does your baby have when 
looking at the box mobile with utmost 
concentration? Or when grandpa or grandma 
come in? If your toddler angrily throws things 
off the table? When your toddler is playing 
with a teddy bear or Lego? You do not learn 
alone through all these observations
get to know your child's personality better, 
you also learn to recognize photogenic 
moments.

So you really don't always have to focus on that 
smile or on the happy emotions. A raised 
eyebrow, big tears rolling down the face, a 
scream, a pout or an intense look: these are 
emotions that tell something about the 
personality of your child. But how your child 
moves also counts. We tend to focus on the 
face, but we can also photograph body 
language. Think of the hand your daughter 
holds up to her mouth for sneaking out a 
candy. Or your son who nervously fiddles with 
his hands when he is shy.

Incidentally, dirty hands, torn pants and an 
unruly haircut are also part of your child's 
identity. All those insta-perfect pictures with 
combed hair only show a very small part of 
real life. Just let that face sit under the 
chocolate, yogurt or mud when you take 
photos. When I take pictures of my sons, nine 
times out of ten they don't have gel in their 
hair or they have crumbs on their faces. Those 
little "flaws" are also part of our lives. And I 
want to remember it later on.

Predicting moments
By observing you learn to recognize those 
personality traits of your child as a 
photogenic moment, but you also learn them 
better

DON’T SHOOT
WHAT IT

LOOKS LIKE,
SHOOT 

WHAT IT 
FEELS LIKE

Sometimes all the elements of the 
decisive moment come together 
perfectly, as in this photo. A
narrative moment caught
in the right composition. 
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In order to capture the good moments 
in your children's life, you actually 
have to direct as little as po-ssible.
ssible. Capture them in their play 
and expression!
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to predict. Children are creatures of habit. 
They can be surprising, but very often they 
repeat their behavior. For example, your 
toddler holds up his plate every time his food 
is finished. When you are happy, you can 
hear toddlers say ten times in a row: "Again, 
again," sometimes boredom. Even 
adolescents repeat their behavior (even 
boredom, by the way). In this way, that 
decisive moment does not pass once, but 
perhaps more times in a day.

That means you don't have to run behind 
everything with your camera or phone. If you 
first learn to consciously look at the daily 
moments in the life of your family, you can 
also consciously photograph those moments. 
It is not necessary to always have a camera at 
hand for this. Decide when you want to 
record something. And the following applies: 
quality over quantity. Not everything always 
needs to be photographed. Better a few 
successful images than a whole phone full of 
photos that you no longer use.

Conscious photography 
Are your children playing together in the 
sandbox? Before you go on a phone, think 
about whether you want to quickly take some 
say cheese photos or whether you want to 
document casual moments from life. In the 
first case, you probably don't do much with 
those photos anymore and it is better to 
choose the next sandbox moment. 
Documenting your family life is more than 
just taking a snapshot, it is about translating 
your love for your family into images. Your 
photos are a representation of how you see 
your children. Conscious photography is 
thinking about how these real moments feel 
for you as a mother.

This way you not only get photos that touch 
you, but you also stay in the moment more 
often. You don't want your kids to remember 
you as that mother who was always busy with 
her phone / camera taking the best pictures. 
Since I can sometimes lose myself in taking 
pictures - especially when we are on vacation 
- I regularly give myself a photography limit. 
I can only shoot a certain number of photos 
per day or week, or I can only shoot the first 
five minutes per activity. After that, I'm in 
the moment with my kids. At home I always 
have a camera somewhere nearby for those 
sporadic and hilarious unpredictable 
moments. Of course they remain children!

THOSE LITTLE 
MOMENTS 

AREN’T 
SO LITTLE 
AFTER ALL

Photos that touch you 
You really don't have to take pictures 
of your children every day. Prefer not 
even. Consciously choose activities or 
rituals that speak to your family. Or 
give yourself a photography limit. 
This way you can stay in the moment 
with your children more often and 
take pictures that matter!




